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The achievements of Velamuri Sai Yaswanth, aged 27 years, while at IIMB include:

sourcing 50 Comprehensive Projects from the alumni network fostering important alumni

connections; spearheading the creation of NAVODAY – a lecture event for EPGP;

representing EPGP in cricket and volleyball; leading the entrepreneurial venture ‘Propter’ as

CTO and leveraging expertise in product development as well as ability to translate strategic

vision to technological solutions, and being part of organizing product case competition

during Business Conclave 2023.

Terming his IIMB learning experience as being transformative, he adds, “It facilitated my

growth across various domains, including academics, athletics, cultural pursuits and

networking with peers. The curriculum is crafted to foster comprehensive development. The

rigorous schedule is geared towards equipping students with the skills and knowledge

necessary to emerge as leaders in the corporate arena. The myriad opportunities, including

engagement in live industrial projects, the freedom to select Electives aligned with our

interests, and participation in diverse competitions and inter-IIM tournaments, are

experiences which are exceptionally rewarding.”

About his future plans, he says that as a firm advocate for the transformative potential of

technology in global advancement, he is keen to contribute to the development of

technological products. “Drawing upon the managerial acumen honed during my tenure at

IIMB, alongside my technical expertise, I aspire to utilize technology to meet evolving

customer needs and problems. In the long term, I aspire to assume the role of C-suite

Executive within esteemed organizations. In this capacity, I envisage spearheading the

conceptualization of product visions, orchestrating strategic initiatives and nurturing

emerging talent within the realm of product management.”



Velamuri Sai Yaswanth hails from Andhra Pradesh. His family members are dedicated

educators employed with public sector schools of rural Andhra Pradesh.


